Professor Emma Mason (Warwick), who organised the symposium, introduced Larkin as a poet influenced by French prose poetry; Welsh praise traditions; objectivism; the form of the haibun; and especially the Romantics, with whom he shares an interest in experience as gift, and of thinking about divinity through nature.
The symposium was divided into a morning and afternoon session, with the morning session placing particular focus on phenomenology and theology, and the afternoon session on ecology, political theory, and poetics. The first paper of the day, entitled 'Leaves of Field as a Phenomenological Text,' was delivered by Dr. Eoghan Wells (Lancaster). Wells noted that it is a common claim (more so among phenomenologists than among poets) that 'all poetry is phenomenology.' He pointed to the possible looseness of this idea, and set out to explore and complicate it. He first sketched outlines of the phenomenologies of Husserl and Heidegger, so that we might proceed with a thicker and more particular conception of what phenomenology is. Next, he worked through parallels and disjunctions that arose between the features of these phenomenologies on one hand, and various poems on the other (focusing on, but not limited to, selected poems of Larkin's). In particular, Wells emphasised three central steps of a Husserlian methodology: reduction, free variation, and eidetic intuition. The first step, reduction, involves an 'immersion in appearance,' rejecting concern for whether appearances actually 'are.' Here, Wells found parallels to the experience of reading Larkin's poetry: his 'uncomfortable language' forces us to abandon our normal ontological preconceptions, pushing us towards a spirit of greater openness. Next, free variation: as Wells put it, 'a cubist explosion of looking at things from as many different angles as possible.' The parallels to Larkin's work, Wells argued, continue here: his poems deny us any single, stable standpoint, but instead lead us to explore their subject matter, presenting us instead with a 'turbulence of layers.' Larkin departs from Husserlian phenomenology, however, at the third step, 'eidetic variation.' Here, for Husserl, we arrive at a 'perfect idea' (the 'tableness of a "table"' in his classic example); but Larkin, on Wells' view, offers us no such conclusive resolution. In absence of tight rhythmic structures or line endings, 'one event overlaps another'; and while there are moments of 'truthing' at which things appear briefly clear, we stay largely within the realm of free variation.
Dr. Cleo Hanaway-Oakley (Oxford), founder of the Oxford Phenomenology Network, delivered the conference's second paper, entitled 'Horizoning by non-invasive extraction.' She drew her title from Larkin's Stone Forest, a long poem set in the fossil forest above Lulworth Cove in Dorset, where stone 'sockets' remain as evidence of ancient, long-since vanished trees. Hanaway-Oakley began by drawing a distinction between a 'phenomenological reading' on one hand, and 'reading phenomenologically' on the other. The latter, she suggested, would involve a readiness to 'meet literary texts in the open, inquisitive spirit' of phenomenology, and was hinted at in certain aspects of Dr. Wells' paper. The former, on the other hand, might be a kind of 'reading for phenomenology,' looking for parallels with phenomenological ideas within particular texts. Pursuing primarily a phenomenological reading, she emphasised the 'sockets' of Stone Forest as navigating and complicating the boundaries of being and nothingness (echoing Sartre's famous work), and visibility and invisibility. She noted that her reading had focused on the reader and the poem, but not on the author. Invoking the work of Georges Poulet, she expressed an interest in a phenomenological reading aiming at the conscious experience of the author, and finally returned to the gestalt image, speculating that the consciousness of the reader and Ideas of 'scarcity' and 'gift' saturate Larkin's work, she pointed out, picking out terms that would remain central for the remainder of the day. Understood within the context of Deep Incarnation, she pointed out, Larkin's poems provide a way to unify divinity and ecological trauma; yet, she argued, in their performance they find a way to transform this scarcity, experienced as an absence, into a gift, experienced as a presence. In this way, they betoken an ethics of attentiveness, and point towards a human response to human-induced ecological trauma.
In the discussion that followed this first panel, conference delegates (including Larkin himself) drew out further aspects to the experience of reading Larkin's poetry, and the ways in which phenomenology may echo, or incorporate itself into, this experience. Dr. Rigby noted that the 'shimmering' effect of Larkin's poetry can be unnerving, usually leaving us without something specific to 'grab onto', to 'see.'
Larkin responded to this observation by noting that he was 'suspicious of lucidity' stripping a particular object (a tree) to its irreducible essence -by 'subtracting it in its scarcity' from a plentitude of givens -Larkin ' adds to reality.' Where phenomenology, at least in Husserlian form, rests on the accessibility of essence to rational inquiry, Larkin's work requires a creative act to ' complete nature's stuttering attempt at signification.' This project he linked to a realist ontology 'beyond postmodernism,' in which the tree is received as no longer a 'mere given' but rather an 'inexplicable gift';
and to a redemptive theology in which all things participate in an infinite divine. In In the discussion following Dr. Lawrence's keynote, delegates noted that the ever just-lost golden age explored in Williams' work seems conspicuously absent from Larkin's poetry. Larkin replied that this was very much in-keeping with his intention, disclaiming interest in the idea of a primordial landscape now lost or ruined, and declared his concern for poetry as what David Jones called 'the work of the now.'
In her paper 'Unbrokenly tenuous, or tenacious,' Dr. Harriet Tarlo (Sheffield Hallam) explored Larkin's work through close reading, and developed an emerging theme by approaching Larkin as a poet responding radically to (quoting Jonathan Skinner) the He drew attention to the more specific, localised elements of Larkin's work, especially those grounded in walks around particular places and spaces, focusing on Larkin's topographical note to Coronation Spinney, which declares that the work is based on walks among the titular sixteen-acre wood, but also on walks in the outlying woods of Berkswell Hall. These more particularly localised elements of Larkin's work, argued Skinner, are 'persistently haunted into more specific reference.' He admired the role of 'ground-truthing walks' in Larkin's loco-descriptive work as 'ecopoetics as practice,' and framed Larkin's willingness to make his writing part of the diction of his scenes, rather than 'politely kept from the frame,'
as a bold poetic choice commensurate with Larkin's own priorities in ecopoetics.
Skinner traced Larkin's term 'scarcity' through John Brinckerhoff Jackson's etymology of 'landscape' as emerging from 'land' as a measure of a field or ground, and 'sheaf' as a collection of similar things. In this way, he arrived at a sense of 'landscape' importantly different from landscapes in the aestheticised sense of being simply a view contained within a visual field, and presented a new interpretation of a foundational aspect of Larkin's poetics.
